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The standard methods used to substitute the quantum dynamics of tw o , interacting systems by
a quantum jump approach based on the Stochastic Schroedinger Equation (SSE) are described . It
turns out that for a given situation, there exists an infinite number of SSE reformulation . This fact is
used to propose general strategies to optimise the stochastic paths in order to reduce the statistica l
fluctuations . In this procedure, called the 'adaptative noise method ' , a specific SSE is obtained fo r
which the noise depends explicitly on both the initial state and on the properties of the interaction
Hamiltonian . It is also shown that this method can be further improved by the introduction of a
mean-field dynamics . The different optimisation procedures are illustrated quantitatively in the case
of interacting spins . A significant reduction of the statistical fluctuations is obtained . Consequently,
a much smaller number of trajectories is needed to accurately reproduce the exact dynamics as
compared to the standard SSE method .
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Recently, the description of open quantum systems with the approaches based on the Stochastic Schroedinge r
Equation (SSE) has received much attention [1, 2] . This is first due to the possibility to substitute the description of a
complex system based on the evolution of its density of states by a description based on the evolution of wave-packets .
This reduces significantly the number of degrees of freedom to take into account . A second reason is the increasin g
computational facilities that allow massive numerical applications . The Monte-Carlo wave-functions technique i s
presently used extensively to treat Markovian master equations in the Lindblad form [1, 3–10] but can equivalentl y
be re-formulated to treat exactly the dynamics of interacting systems . Such an exact reformulation has already been
applied to different model cases [111 and appears as a candidate to treat the correlated dynamics of self-interactin g
mesoscopic systems [12, 13] .

In order to be able to apply the SSE theory to a large variety of physical problems, specific methods must b e
developed. The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the optimisation of the quantum jumps in order to reduce th e
number of trajectories necessary to describe accurately the dynamics of interacting systems . The paper is organised
as follow: first, the general procedure to reinterpret the dynamics of interacting systems in terms of a Monte-Carl o
evolution of wave-packets is described . It is shown that, whatever the problem, there is an infinite number of SS E
dynamics leading to a large freedom in defining stochastic trajectories . In section II, general strategies using this
freedom are described to optimise the quantum jumps and minimise the statistical fluctuations . In that case, we show
that the optimal noise depends explicitly on the initial state and on the properties of the interaction. In section III, we
show that the combination of mean-field dynamics with the optimisation of the noise leads to an additional reductio n
of the statistical fluctuations . Last, the method is illustrated quantitatively in schematic models of interacting spi n
systems .

I. GENERAL STOCHASTIC EQUATIONS FOR INTERACTING SYSTEMS

Here, we give a guideline for the reformulation of correlated dynamics in terms of diffusive wave-function processes .
Following [11], we start from a general Hamiltonian describing the interaction of a system and its environment give n
by :

HI = E A,, 0&

	

(1 )
a

Here we assume that the Hamiltonian is possibly already written in the interaction picture . Aa and B,, are operators
acting respectively on the system and on the environment . Starting from an initial uncorrelated state :

Ì̀ ) = I ,D > 0 lx) ,

	

( 2 )



where I~) and IX) are state vectors for respectively the system and the environment, the evolution of the system ca n
be replaced by the set of stochastic Schroedinger equations (SSE) :

d I (P) = ry Y_,, a« ( t) A,,, 1 ~)

	

(3 )d IX) = 7 E ,~ b« ( t ) Ba IX)

where ^y is a parameter defined formally as -y = â . Here as (t) and b,, (t) are complex stochastic Gaussian variable s

that follow the Ito stochastic rules [14] . Note that, although we consider diffusive Gaussian processes, other stochasti c
methods could be used like piecewise deterministic processes (PDP's)[11] . Indeed, the results presented in this work
can be adapted to PDP quantum mechanics. In the following, we note X the average of X over the stochasti c
variables . Under the condition :

a,, (t)b,, (t) = 1,

	

(4 )

the average evolution corresponds to the exact Schroedinger equatio n

di `P)
= dtH,1 q ) •

	

(5 )

An interesting aspect of SSE methods is that the stochastic equation (3) preserves the separability of the total stat e
given by eq . (2) so that the procedure can be iterated to simulate the evolution on large time scales .

A second attractive aspect is that the stochastic formulation can be extended to provide an exact treatment of th e
Liouville von Neumann equation of the density matrix . In that case, starting from a dyadic of state vectors given b y

D = 1 41 1) (` 1 21

	

(6 )
where I xi 1 ) and I '~P2) may be different states of the complete system given by eq . (2) . The two states follow independent

stochastic equations given (for both) by eq . (3) . Noting p(t) = E (D(t)) I its evolution reads

i
d

p
=

	

(7 )
~C

dt

	

[Hr, p]

which is nothing but the exact Liouville von Neumann equation . Again, eq . (6) is preserved along each stochastic
path. The latter reformulation of exact dynamics is not limited to initially uncorrelated state . Indeed, if the initial
density matrix is correlated, then it can be replaced by an ensemble of couple of states . The initial density reads :
p(t = 0) = E (Ilk 1 ) (`121) where the average here means the average over initial dyadics . Then, the complete dynamics
is obtained by averaging both on the initial ensemble and on the stochastic paths.

The possibility to perform exact dynamics of interacting systems is of particular interest to discuss the dissipativ e
effects due to the coupling of a system with its environment . In particular, it does not have the limitations o f
the Lindblad Master equations [10, 11] . The use of stochastic methods to treat exactly a physical process require s
however larger numerical efforts due to the large number of trajectories required to reduce statistical fluctuations o n
the observables . This is why it has been up to now essentially applied to rather schematic models .

Following [13], a measure of the increase of the statistical fluctuations is given by :

Astat = E (Tr (IID (t ) - D (t)I I
z
)

= E (Tr (D+ (t) D (t))) — Tr (p2 (t) )

where I I A I1 2 = Tr (A+A) is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm . Note that if the initial state is a pure state, we have in additio n
Tr (p2 (t))

	

1 .
The growth of statistical fluctuations is of particular importance for numerical implementations since it is directly

connected to the number of trajectories required to properly reproduce the dynamics of a physical system using SSE .
Let us now explicit in more details the evolution of the statistical noise associated to the SSE defined by eq . (3) . We

consider the contribution of a single initial couple of state vectors D = I T 1) ( ỳ 21 and we note a3ta,t = Tr (D+ (t) D (t) )
its contribution to A,, . We assume for simplicity that each state vector is normalised . Starting from D, the infinitesimal
increase of A,tat is given by:

(8 )

dast ,,t = d (i l 1 `P 1) + d ( è2 I `'

	

( 9 )



3

in which each contribution reads :

d ( ,P i
I

1Q _
dt

	

(la,, (t) 12
(A«A «)~~ + I b ,, ( t )1 2 (B«Ba )x ,a

+2R {aa(t)b«(t) (Aa)~ ; ( B
â

)x ; })

	

(10)

with i = 1, 2 . Therefore, the statistical fluctuations depend explicitly on the properties of the random variables as and
ba . In several works [11-13], a specific choice for the noise has been taken . In all cases, it was possible to demonstrat e
that the fluctuations have an upper bound that is generally growing exponentially in time . It is worth to notice that a
certain flexibility exists in the definition of the noise leading to different SS E ' s . Here, we show that an optimal choic e
of the noise can reduce statistical fluctuations .

II. OPTIMAL QUANTUM JUMPS AND THE REDUCTION OF STATISTICAL FLUCTUATION S

Let us now detail the properties of invariance of the SSE approaches . Starting from a general complex noise as
and ba that fulfills the necessary condition given by (4), any new couple of random variables (act (t), ba (t)) defined by
means of the transformation

J a,(t ) = c«a ,, (t)

	

(11)1 ba(t ) _ ~ ba(t )

ca = e:eQ ua

	

( 12 )

also gives the correct exact dynamics . In the following, ua and 0a will be referred respectively to the scaling factor
and the phase factor . The invariance with respect to the transformation (11) shows that, for a given problem, ther e
exists an infinite number of SSE's . Such an invariance and in particular the invariance with respect to a phase facto r
has already been noted in different works [1, 15] . It has already been used to perform appropriate transformation s
of the stochastic equation applied to Markovian and Non-Markovian dynamics of open systems .

Here, while statistical fluctuations associated to the initial stochastic equations are given by eq . (10), the new SSE
leads to different statistical fluctuations given b y

d ( k̀ 1 `P ) = fi ~--a (2ia laa (t)I2 (AaAa)~ + â I b«(t )1 2 (B«Ba)x
ll

	

(13)
+2R Jei20~aa(t)b«(t) (Aa) d, (B« )x 1 /

where the indices i = 1, 2 have been omitted for simplicity. Thus, the growth of the statistical fluctuations may diffe r
depending on the stochastic formulation. In this section, we show that the scaling factor as well as the phase facto r
can be properly adjusted to obtain minimal statistical fluctuations thus reducing the number of stochastic trajectorie s
in numerical implementations . It may be seen in the last equation that the parameters of the transformation ac t
independently on the two parts of eq . (13) and as such, they can be adjusted separately. For a component a of th e
interaction Hamiltonian, we define the two functions Q,, and F,, as :

~a (ua) = ualaa(t)I2 (A«Aa) 4, + ~a I ba(t )1 2 (B«Ba)x

	

(14)

ra (ea ) = 2R
1ei20aaa(t)ba(t) (A,,),,, (B« )x}

	

( 15 )

Starting from a given statistical noise (a,, (t),ba(t)), the strategy is to find the optimal ua and Ba that minimis e
respectively these two functions .

A. Optimal scaling factor

In eq. (14), both (AâAa )~ and (Bâ Ba)x are fixed parameters that depend on the initial state . For a given initial
state vector, Q,, is minimal for

C
Iba12 (Ba Ba)x

i / z

	

(16)UO,

	

+1aa12 (Aa Aa)~

with
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Under this specific choice, the lower limit of f,, reads :

Qa = 2I a«(t)I . I b"(t )I 2 ~AaAa) ,j, \ Ba+Ba)X

	

( 17 )

This is valid for any as and ba fulfilling the condition (4) . However, due to eq . (4), we also have Fa" (t)~2 • Ib" (t)12 > 1 .
Thus, it is better to start with a noise such that la " (t)12 • Fb" (t)I 2 = 1, Coming back to the general case, it is important
to note that the optimisation depends on the state on which the expectation values are taken . In particular, i f

C
lb,>

12
(B,B«) X

= 1

	

18
~ a«~ 2 (A«A"

the minimal value of Q,, corresponds exactly to expression (13) . In this case, no reduction of the statistical fluctuatio n
is obtained . Such a case will be presented in a forthcoming section . More generally, the more the optimal value of u "
is different from one, the larger is the reduction of the statistical noise .

B. Optimal phase factor

Let us now turn to the second term in eq . (13) . In order to minimise the statistical noise, the second term shoul d
be negative . It is always possible to fix conveniently Ba in order to have the minimum value for r" , i .e :

r« _ — l a«b ,*, j - I (A«)4 (B« )XI

	

(19)

Thus, the absolute value of the expression depends explicitly on I aa bâ I . Let us now gives an explicit expression fo r
a" and b" . Let us define

a« = xa + iya

	

(20 )
b" = xa + 2ya

where all components are real Gaussian stochastic variables . Using condition (4), we obtain :
2

	

--2

	

—l 2
a"ba I — - 1 + 2 I xaxcr

+7
+ t'axa + x«t'a

which leads to the inequality

a"b
"

	

—

12 _ —1 +2 1 aâ 1 j b~ I

In order to reduce the fluctuation, the expression (21) must be minimised . Two possibilities may be considered:

• Case I: The first case corresponds to x"ya = — y"xa # 0 : The maximal value of (4) is obtained if all terms
of the expression are fully correlated, i .e . x. = ax", y« = ay" and x" _ -yy" . The condition (4) gives a = —,Q

leading to a la"
12 = 1 . Therefore, a convenient choice for the couple (a" , b" ) is

aa = V~a—e"Px a
b = 1 e-i~ x

where x~ = 1 . The latter expression leads in particular to la" b~1 2 = -1+2 I a2 Ib~I = 1 since any noise give n
by the expression can be obtained from an initial real noise x " through the transformation (11) . For practical
applications, it is simpler to assume that a" = b" = x" . In that case, if we define BAB as :

(Aa)4, (Ba )X = eWAE I(Aa) ,p (Ba )XI

	

(24)

the optimal phase factor given by

20" _ lr — 0AB

	

(25 )

leads to the minimum

(22)

(23)

r« _ - I(Aa) 4, (Ba )X I .

	

(26)



Case II: In the second case, we assume x«y,, = y«xâ = 0 . Then, the maximal value of la «b~I is obtained if
respectively the x and the y are fully correlated . Starting from

a,, (t) = x« + iy«
b,,, (t) = ax« +i ,3 y « ,

it is possible to choose optimally the a and # parameters . The demonstration is lengthy and, here, only the
final result for the statistical fluctuations is given :

_2

	

_2

	

2
d

( T 141) = 2
dit

	

c«
_ 4c« x«

	

y«
) —

c a

	

x « — y«

	

(28 )
«

	

2

	

1 a« t 2

	

a« t 2 /

	

1

	

a«( t)I 2

	

l a«( t )1 2C
where we have introduced the notation

c2 = (A,A«),,, (BâB (,, ) x

ci = I ( A«)~ (B~ )XI

	

(29 )

Note that the existence of a minimum given by eq . (28) requires in addition that the stochastic variables x «
and y« fulfill the condition

xâ

	

yâ < c2
la«(t)I 2 la«(t)I2

	

4c1

Eq. (28) is an increasing function of y2 and is minimum as x 2 --> la« (t) 1 2 . In that case d (T T) --> 4 — ci
which is nothing but the minimal value obtained in the first case . In the following, we will only consider the
case I .

C. Summary

In this section, starting from the most general diffusive equation, we have shown that the noise can be optimised t o
reduce the statistical fluctuations . For any given initial state I T) _ 14)) (9 1 X), an optimal reduction of the statistical
fluctuations corresponds to a diffusive process with a specific complex Gaussian noise given b y

a,,, (t) = e ie ° u«x«

{ b,, (t) = e—`B° fi x «

with x2 = 1 . In this expression, both the scaling factor and the phase factor, given respectively by equation (16 )
and (25), depend explicitly on the initial state vector as well as on the Hamiltonian . Along the optimal path, the
normalisation evolution reads :

d (q, 1 ỳ ) = 2

	

( (AiA«)~ (Ba B«) X — (Aâ ) ,e (A«)~ (Bâ)X (B«) X~

	

(32 )

= 2
dt EF«

	

(33)

The procedure described here for a single initial state can be applied to the complete description of correlated
systems. In this case, an ensemble of wave-packets is considered simultaneously, each state evolving according to it s
own stochastic equation with a noise adapted at each time-step . Since, for all states, the trajectories are optimall y
chosen, we do expect that the total statistical fluctuations obtained by averaging over the ensemble of state will als o
be reduced. In the following, this method will be referred to as the 'adaptative noise method' .

III. NOISE ON TOP OF MEAN-FIELD DYNAMICS

Before giving an example of application of the adaptative noise procedure, we would like to mention that th e
flexibility on the noise is not the only way to optimise quantum jumps . It is for instance possible to introduce a

(27)

(30 )

(31)



deterministic part in addition to the stochastic contribution that treats partially the coupling of the system wit h
the environment without breaking the separability of the state vector . For instance, the introduction of mean-fiel d
theories has been proposed in order to simulate the many-body Hamiltonian (12, 131 . It is expected to reduce th e
numerics . In this section, we first introduce the mean-field associated to the general Hamiltonian given by (1), an d
we describe the associated stochastic dynamics . Last, we discuss how the attractive aspects inherent to mean-fiel d
theories and to the adaptative noise can be combined to take advantage of both methods .

A. Optimised Stochastic mean-field dynamic s

Starting from the interaction Hamiltonian, the associated mean-field dynamics can be obtained using the variationa l
principle

b ('F I ihat — HI I P) = 0

	

(34)

where IIF) is a separable state given by equation (2) . Using the variational principle we obtain the mean-field equatio n
of motion for each component of the total state vector .

ihi9t I (D) _ E« (B«)x A« j -b) = hsMF I~5 )

ihât IX) _ Y_ « ( A« )~ B« IX) = hMF IX )
where we have noted hMF and hMF the mean-field Hamiltonians acting respectively on the system and the environ -
ment . The mean-field dynamics differs from the exact dynamics since part of the coupling is not accounted for . Using
mean-field expressions, the complete Hamiltonian can be recasted as

Hr I %P) = S hMF ® lE + is ® hMF — ( A«)~ (B«)x + E (A« — (A«) ,j ) ® (B« — (B«)x)
1

Iq)

	

(36)

l

	

«

In this expression is and l E correspond to the unity operators acting respectively on the system and on the environ-
ment spaces . Similarly to the case presented previously, the last term in eq . (36) can be reinterpreted as an average
over stochastic paths, leading to a new set of stochastic evolution :

d I
,D ) _

	

(hMF — â E« (Aa) ,b (B)x + -y E« a« (A« — ( A«)~)} I ~~)
(37 )

d IX) _h hMF — 2 E«
(A,, ),e (B«)x + y

	

( l 1(B«)x) 1 IX)
Thus, the introduction of the mean-field prior to a stochastic formulation induces a modification of the operator
entering in the stochastic contribution . In the latter case, A« and B« are replaced by A,,, _ (A« — (A«),,) and
Ba = (B« — (B« ) x ) . Consequently, the evolution of the statistical fluctuations, noted \sii, associated to the
stochastic mean-field dynamics with an initial state IT) differs from eq . (10) and reads :

daMat =

	

I a«I 2 ((A 01

	

— (AEt )~ (A«)~) + Ib, I, ((B«B«)x — (B, )x (B«)x)

	

(38 )jî L

Is is first observed that the quantum fluctuations for the operators A« and B« with respect to the state vectors ID )
and IX) appear naturally in this expression . The interest of the introduction of the mean-field is due to the fac t
that the latter expression is always smaller than the first term of eq . (10) leading generally to smaller statistical
fluctuations .

Let us now combine the advantage of the mean-field with the optimisation proposed in this work . At variance wit h
the general case presented in previously, we have (A .),,, _ (B,,) x = 0, leading to F,, = 0 . As a consequence, only
an optimisation through the scaling factor can be performed . In the stochastic mean-field case, the optimal value
is obtained simply by replacing respectively A« and B« by Aâ and B. in expression (16) . This leads to a reduced
statistical fluctuation given by

d
(T

I
T)

= 2
h

t
E

I ((Aâ A«)~ —
(Aa) ( , ( A«) .D) ((Bo B«)x — (Ba )x (B« )x)

	

(39 )

(35 )

2
dt

FaF

	

(40 )



Using now the fact that

(F«)2 — (Fa F)2 = ( ~ A
+

A +)x ( )x —

	

+ ~x (A~)~ ( Aa)~ 2 > 0

	

(41)B~ B~

	

B~ B~

we thus see that an optimised stochastic mean-field dynamics will always further reduce statistical fluctuations .

B. Alternative optimisation of the phase factor

In the stochastic mean-field dynamics presented above, there still exists a freedom on the phase factor to reduce th e
statistical error . More generally, although the method proposed in chapter II appears as the natural way to obtai n
an optimal phase factor, it can obviously not be used if I,, = 0 . In this section, we propose an alternative strategy
to obtain the phase factor . We come back to the general case, and assume that l'a cancels . Then, the optimised
statistical fluctuations reduce to

d (`y 41) = 2t

	

(A" A,, ), (Bâ B") x

	

(42 )

Here, we consider indifferently the SSE without or with mean-field . In the latter case, A« and B,, must be replaced
by A. and B. in the following expressions . For a single time step, a modification of the phase does not affect directly
the expression (42) . However, the phase factor can be adjusted to act on the value of ei = (AIA« ) 4, (Bâ B,,)x along
the trajectory. Indeed, starting from the general SSE, we have [18 ]

dc2 = ht E. CARA~ A"Ap
%, (B" B,, )x

+ht ~p (A+A,, )~ CBp B+ B,,Bp>

+ (ry ) 2 E. apbp (AâA~Ap) 4, (Bâ B«Bp)x

	

(43)
+ (y*)2 Ep apbp CA,AJ A,> CBpB~B,, >

r

	

x

+2tt 12

	

(A+ A ,, Ap )~ CBpB« Ba>x

In this expression, only the last term is influenced by a phase-factor . The others are invariant with respect to a phase
transformation. In order to reduce the statistical fluctuations, it is suitable to drive the system towards small valu e
of ci during the evolution . This can be achieved by means of a proper adjustment of Ba . Similarly to section II B, we
define :

(A!A ,,A0)~ CBp Bq B,, >x = e ?OAB I
(AâA,,A0)~ CBp B,B,, >xl

	

(44 )

and the new optimal phase factor equal is then given by 20,, _'r — B'AB leading to

R (a0bp (A
«

A ,, Ao)~ (BpB+B~)x) _ — I

	

CBpBâB~> x l

	

(45)

As previously, we assume that I apbp I = 1 . The method presented here provides an indirect way to reduce statistical

fluctuations when the second term of equation (10) is of no use . This is for instance always the case in stochasti c
mean-field dynamics . Therefore, in the forthcoming applications of SMF, the phase will always be deduced from th e
latter alternative method .

IV. ILLUSTRATION

In this chapter, we will apply the different optimisation procedures described previously on an illustrative example
consisting of a system of spins in interaction . We show in this example that the statistical fluctuations can b e
significantly reduced leading to more efficient stochastic calculations . A systematic study finally shows that th e
reduction of statistical fluctuations depends on the parameters of the model .



We consider the analytical model proposed in [11] . The model considers a spin described by its Pauli operator a
coupled with an environment of spins with spin operators v (a) (a = 1, N) where N is the number of spins . The
interaction Hamiltonian is given by

H =

	

C« (o, +a (") +Q_Q+a~)

	

(46 )
a

where Ca is the coupling constant . This model is a simplified version of the one used for the description of a single
election spin in a quantum dot given in [16] . Its simplicity is particularly suitable for the present study, enabling us to
focus mainly on statistical fluctuations . In addition, it has a similar form to the one taken generally in the description
of open quantum systems[10, 17] . Here we assume that Ca = C/N . In this case, starting from an initial density

P ( t = 0) _ I ỳ ( 0 )) (, (0 ) 1

T (0)) _ R) ® 1-1 . . . —)

	

(47)

the dynamical evolution is known analytically [11] . In particular, the exact system density evolution obtained by
performing the partial trace on the environment, i .e. ps (t) = TrE (p (t)), is given by

PS (t ) = P++ R) W + P-- I — ) (— I

	

(48 )
with p++ = 1 — p__ = cos' (2Ct) . We consider the model as a benchmark for the different SSE considered in thi s

work . In the present case, the interaction operators discussed in the previous chapters read : Aa = ( N) vf and

Ba — lç)~ (a)— N t

We now consider four different classes of simulations . In the first type of calculations, mean-field is not accounted
for . Two calculations will be considered respectively without (SSE) and with optimization (OSSE) . The SSE case
can be considered as the reference case and corresponds to a s = ba = xa . In the second type of calculations, the
mean-field is introduced and we consider again the cases without and with optimisation. They will be referred to
Stochastic Mean-field (SMF) again with a s = ba = xa and Optimised Stochastic Mean-Field (OSMF) .

A. Statistical fluctuations

Let us consider first the case N = 1 and C = 0 .5 . In order to illustrate quantitatively the effect of the different
optimisation, we consider an ensemble of stochastic trajectories all starting from the same initial state vector ID(0)) .

We show in figure 1 the evolution in time of the average quantity ( xk T) . The SSE, OSSE, SMF and OSMF calculation s
are represented respectively by filled circles, filled triangles, open stars and open squares . In each case, an ensemble
of Nt,,,j = 105 trajectories are performed . Let us first focus on the stochastic dynamics without optimisation . We see
that (T T) increases much faster in the standard SSE case than in Stochastic mean-field dynamics . As expected, w e
see that the introduction of the mean-field alone reduces statistical fluctuations . When optimisation procedures ar e
introduced, the evolution of (T T) is further significantly reduced. It is worth to note that the OSSE gives a much
lower increase than the SMF dynamics. This indicates that the effect of optimisation on the standard SSE alread y
gives a much better result than the one using stochastic mean-field without optimisation . Finally, Fig . 1 shows that
the maximal reduction is obtained when both the mean-field and the optimisation are taken into account .

We would like to mention that the present model has several specific aspects . First, if the phase factor is not
optimised (i .e . the phase is set to zero), no improvment is observed. Indeed, if the original noise is set to as = ba =
xa , then (AâAa),, _ (BâBa ) X along the trajectory, leading to an optimal scaling factor constantly equal to one .
Therefore, the strong reduction is due to the combined action of the phase factor and the scaling factor . Note that i n
the present model, it is possible to show that for a given initial state B AB = B 'AB , the optimal phases are the same in
the two optimised calculations .

In order to quantify the statistical fluctuations growth, each curve is fitted using the function (T ID) a eA-' . A
measure of the increase is directly given by A s . We have obtained as ^J 2.6, 1 .3, 0 .78 and 0.53 respectively for the
SSE, SMF, OSSE and OSMF cases . The reduction of the statistical error has a direct effect on the capacity of
the different stochastic formulation to efficiently reproduce the exact dynamics : the slower the increase the more
efficient the stochastic equation . This is illustrated in figure 2 where the evolution of the occupation probabitil y

n+ _ (+
I
TrE (D(t))I +> as a function of time is shown for the four calculations and compared with the exact result .

In all cases, the same small number of trajectories Ntrai = 10 4 is used. In each case, the standard deviation on n+
calculated with the set of trajectories is shown in the form of errorbars . Large values are observed in the case of



FIG . 1 : Evolution of (T _IP) as a function of time in the case of N = 1 and C = 0 .5 in log scale. The calculations are respectively
SSE (filled circles), OSSE (filled triangles), SMF (open stars) and OSMF (open squa10 5 trajectories

	

res) . Averages have been obtained wit h

standard SSE
. In addition, the SSE calculation is unable to reproduce the exact dynamics over the considered tim

e
interval

. The optimised calculations give a good reproduction of the exact dynamics while in the SMF case, a smal
ldeparture from the exact solution is observed at large time

. A precise comparison indicates (as expected) that th eOSMF gives the best agreement
. These results show again that the reduction of the statistical fluctuations improv

ethe stochastic methods
. For a given number of trajectories, the associated standard deviations are proportionall

yreduced
. This is illustrated in figure (3) where the standard deviations obtained with the four type of calculation

sare displayed
. Standard deviations follow the same trends as the statistical fluctuations displayed in figure (1)

. Notethat all stochastic methods lead for an infinite number of trajectories to the exact result
. However, in order to havethe same standard deviations with the standard SSE as the one displayed in figure (2) using OSMF, several million

sof trajectories are needed .

B. Variation of parameters

We now s
ystematically study the effect of the different optimisation on the behaviour of the statistical fluctuation

swhen the parameters of the model change
. In a first series of calculations, we have considered the effect of the variatio

nof the coupling constant C for a fixed number of bath states (N = 1) . In the second series of calculation, the numberof states was varied while C = 0 .5. We have fitted the statistical fluctuations to obtain A s . We show in figure (4)and figure (5) the values of A 9 respectively as a function of C and N for the SSE (filled circles) and the OSMF (ope nsquares) calculations
. In figure (4), both stochastic calculations, a s exhibit a linear behaviour with C in agreementwith the expressions (10) and (40)

. However, the statistical fluctuations increase much more rapidly with C in th
eSSE case than in the OSMF case

. Therefore, it is found that the effect of the optimisation increases when the couplin
g

increases. Similarly, A s increases faster with the number N of states in the bath in SSE compared to the optimise d
cases . Again, the optimisation is more efficient when N increases .

In this section, we have illustrated in a model case the optimisation procedure described previously
. We have shownthat the combined effect of using the mean-field and the adaptative noise significantly improves the quantum jump

methods
. Last, we have shown that the improvment depends explicitely on the coupling strength as well as on th

enumber of states in the bath.

V. CONCLUSIO N

In this work, the freedom in the stochastic r
eformulation of the exact dynamics of interacting systems has bee nused to optimise stochastic trajectories

. For a given initial state, an optimal complex noise that minimises statistica
l

fluctuations is obtained
. It is shown that the properties of the stochastic variables depend on the specific state o

nwhich it is applied as well as on the interaction properties, hence the denomination
' adaptative noise method' . We
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FIG. 2 : The occupation probability n+ obtained by averaging over stochastic trajectories is shown as a function of time an d

compared to the exact dynamics (solid line) with 10 4 trajectories . Top: Results obtained using the SSE with (open squares )

and without (filled circles) optimisation . Bottom, results obtained using the SMF techniques with (open squares) and withou t

(filled circles) optimisation. In each case, the errorbars represents the standard deviations .

FIG. 3 : Evolution of the standard deviations of n+ obtained for 10 5 trajectories using SSE (filled circles), OSSE (filled triangles) ,

SMF (open stars) and OSMF (open squares) .

have also shown that the method can be combined with the introduction of a mean-field prior to the stochasti
c

reformulation . The combination of the mean-field and the adaptative noise is expected to lead in general to a furthe r

reduction of the statistical fluctuations .
The different optimisation procedures have been studied with a schematic model consisting in a single spin inter-

acting with a bath of spins . In this model, the optimisation of jumps significantly reduces the statistical fluctuations .

Accordingly, it has been shown that for a given number of trajectories, a much better reproduction of the exact

dynamics is obtained compared to the standard SSE without optimisation .
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FIG . 4 : Evolution of X, as a function of the coupling constant C obtained using SSE (filled circles) and OSMF (open squares) .
The result of a fit is displayed with solid and dashed respectively for the SSE and OSMF cases and corresponds to A . cc 5 .5C
and A, oc 1 .15C .
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FIG. 5 : Evolution of A, as a function of the number of states N in the bath for C = 0 .5 obtained using SSE (filled circles) an d
OSMF (open squares) . The result of a fit is displayed with solid and dashed respectively for the SSE and OSMF cases an d
corresponds to A, cc 1 .8VN- and A . oc 1 .0VY.

Last, we would like to mention that the work described here cannot be directly applied to stochastic Many-Bod y
theories as proposed in ref. [12, 13] to treat self-interacting bosonic or fermionic systems . Indeed, in this case, th e
operators A,,, and B« are identical and are applied to the same state . Work is actually in progress to modify th e
original stochastic reformulation in order to take advantage of the optimization procedure described here .
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